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THE BOTTOM LINE  

Organizations are increasingly challenged to deliver higher quality, more consistent levels 

of customer service.  In its analysis of customers using Microsoft solutions such as Parature 

for customer support, Nucleus found that they could gain significant benefits from 

increasing their service model maturity from basic functional interaction to dynamic 

engagement.  Organizations achieved benefits in four main areas: reduced costs, increased 

productivity, improved customer satisfaction, and support for growth.   

 

 

 

 

Organizations of all sizes are increasingly challenged to deliver more consistent, higher 

quality service to customers across all channels of interaction.  While the Internet and self 

service was once only the channel of specific customer segments and markets, increasingly 

companies can differentiate themselves based on their Web self service and support for 

communities and forums – as well as their ability to track and engage with customers 

seamlessly across multiple channels. 

 

Despite the growing strategic importance of Web self service, chat, e-mail, and community 

channels for customer interaction, many companies still treat these channels as completely 

separate from their other channels of customer interaction.  This is true both in terms of 

technology, where they’re treated as a cost center, and organizationally, where a lack of 

integration and interaction means they miss valuable opportunities to better understand 

their customers, improve engagement, and, ultimately, drive growth.   

 

To understand how increasing the maturity of customer service processes and supporting 

technologies could drive greater benefits, Nucleus conducted in-depth interviews with 37 

customers using Microsoft customer support solutions to support their service and 

support efforts in areas such as Web self-service, contact center management and ticket 

routing, and e-mail and chat support.  Through these conversations, Nucleus analyzed the 

challenges and resource requirements for customer service, use of Microsoft solutions 

such as Parature to meet specific support goals, and the benefits and best practices 

associated with driving greater customer service maturity.  The customers ranged from 
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small to large organizations that had been deployed for a range of 18 months to more 

than 10 years.   

 

STAGES OF MATURITY 

 

Nucleus found companies moved through three stages of maturity as they evolved their 

processes and their use of Microsoft solutions’ functionality and capabilities: 

 Functional.  Organizations at the basic stage have deployed Parature to support ticket 

management and may have implemented basic self-service access capabilities.  From 

an organizational perspective, they still treat customer service functions as a separate 

cost center from core operations, and agents are often challenged to search and find 

the information they need to respond to anything other than basic inquiries.  From a 

channel perspective, there is little or no integration between channels such as e-mail, 

chat, phone, and self service.  Analytics on service are rudimentary and largely based 

on canned reports delivered to management in a backward-looking fashion. 

 Tactical.  Organizations that have reached the tactical level have started to take 

advantage of the knowledge base capabilities and have recognized the need for some 

part-time resource allocation to ad-hoc updating of the knowledge base.  From a 

channel perspective, they have explored or adopted one or more additional channels 

such as chat; however, from an organizational perspective they are still using only 

basic routing, and advanced customer inquiries require significant workarounds.  

Service and support are still seen as a separate cost center and there is little support 

for collaboration among agents or operationalized access for collaboration with 

internal subject matter experts or feedback to sales or operations.  Analytics are more 

custom but access to insights are limited to management and still backward-looking 

in nature.  Tactical customers are beginning to integrate a feedback loop to the 

broader organization although it is often ad-hoc or limited in nature. 

 Dynamic.  Dynamic organizations are the most mature.  They have a dynamic 

knowledge base structure that incorporates the feedback from both internal and 

external sources such as customers and communities and delivers in-context 

predictive analytics to drive more proactive engagement.  The customer interaction 

platform has been expanded across different departments and channels and there is 

support for real-time collaboration.  Dynamic users have integrated analytics and 

predictive analytics into the core of their processes and operations and use those 

analytics to provide both end customers and service agents with guidance and 

management with real-time insights.  Organizationally, deep understanding of 

customer interactions drives direct feedback into product and service development, 

and service agents at every level are enabled to be agents of engagement for cross-

sell and upsell opportunities. 

 

In looking at the three stages, Nucleus found Microsoft customers made advances in four 

main areas that enabled them to move to the next stage and reap additional incremental 
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efficiencies and other improvements in their customer service and overall customer 

engagement: technology, channels, organization, and management: 

 Technology.  Companies increased their customer service maturity over time by 

evolving their use and management of Parature technology in three main areas: 

knowledge base, workflow automation, and collaboration.  

 Channels.  Most customers started with either implementing a self-service knowledge 

base or automating e-mail trouble ticket management.  Companies were able to 

increase their maturity by adding and integrating additional channels such as chat, 

communities, and the broader contact center.  Advancing tactical and dynamic 

customers were able to use mobile-responsive support portals and more social 

customer service for greater benefit. 

 Organization.  Companies achieved increasing maturity in their customer service 

operations by extending the activity of customer service agents beyond just a cost 

center for resolving trouble tickets.  Increasing maturity included both extending 

collaboration and interaction within the organization to subject matter experts and 

product managers and incorporating partners and customers into those interactions.  

The most mature organizations leveraged that broad collaboration and insight to 

drive new product and service development. 

 Management.  In the area of management, companies increased maturity by 

increasing customer service manager input into strategic decision making and 

operations.  They advanced by moving from basic analytics and ad-hoc use of canned 

reports to custom reports, more real-time insights and analysis, and, ultimately, 

predictive analytics.  

 

KEY BENEFIT AREAS 

 

Nucleus found that companies advancing along the maturity curve of customer service 

experienced incremental benefits in three main areas: increased productivity, improved 

customer satisfaction, and increased growth. 

 

INCREASED AGENT PRODUCTIVITY 

Companies increased agent productivity in two main ways: by reducing agent time needed 

to respond to a specific request or trouble ticket, and by reducing the total number of 

tickets agents had to manage by deflecting them to self-service portals.  Customers said: 

 “We were able to reduce the number of open tickets by 25 percent through automation.”  

 “We have a centralization of help tickets while having different places to put them. It’s 

great to have everything in one place and easily move to different categories.”  

 “We are looking at different ways to bring additional teams on to Parature, because we 

are able to quickly roll out additional portals.”  

 

AGENT PRODUCTIVITY 

Nucleus found that as companies moved from functional to dynamic maturity, they were 

able to incrementally increase the productivity of agents: 
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 At the functional stage, basic workflows and a single source of information reduced 

the time agents spent manually routing and following up on tickets and the amount 

of time spent searching for information (although there were still typically manual 

workarounds), resulting in typical productivity savings of 5 to 12 percent. 

 At the tactical stage, proactive management of the knowledge base, more automated 

workflows, and adoption of collaboration capabilities among agents enabled them to 

further accelerate agent-managed contact resolution, increasing productivity by an 

additional 5 to 8 percent. 

 At the dynamic stage, the knowledge base is actively updated with feedback from 

both agents and external sources such as customers and communities, and many 

companies have both tiered their response systems and enabled broader 

collaboration with subject matter experts when needed, driving an additional 

productivity boost for agents of 4 to 6 percent. 

 

CONTACT DEFLECTION 

As companies matured in their customer service and support practices, they were also able 

to reduce the number of inbound contacts that needed agent attention through self-

service channels.  Customers said: 

 “The knowledge base and ticketing solution need to be unified in order for the customer 

to have any chance of being able to do self service.” 

  “We have the easy answer functionality and a redirector that searches before ticket 

creation happens.” 

 “We’ve been able to dramatically scale our support load and optimize internal resources 

by automating key tasks and providing customers with self service.” 

 “There used to be 1200 to 1500 tickets per month, but this has fallen to 600 to 800 [with 

self service].” 

 “We’re deflecting about half our tickets through self service, and that could be better.” 

  “What we’ve seen is that every time we do an improvement on the portal we get an 

increase in resolutions by self service.” 

 

Companies at the functional stage were typically still building the knowledge base and 

learning how to organize it for most effective self service, driving an average contact 

reduction rate of less than 10 percent.  Companies at the tactical stage were typically able 

to deflect 10 to 40 percent of incoming contacts to self service.  Those at the dynamic 

stage were able to deflect 40 to 70 percent of initial incoming contacts to self service. 

 

INCREASED MANAGER PRODUCTIVITY 

Nucleus found that companies typically experienced very little, if any, increase in manager 

productivity at the first phase of maturity because, at the functional stage, managers were 

often involved in the day-to-day tactical management and updating of the knowledge 

base and with training and driving adoption of new work processes.  However, as 

organizations increased their maturity they drove greater manager productivity by 

automating more workflows, delivering more sophisticated reporting and analytics for 
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decision making, and automating the delivery of feedback across the organization on 

customer issues and trends.  Customers said: 

 “The insights we gained about our customer base were critical in the early stages of our 

company’s growth, and they remain vital today as we compete on a more global scale.” 

 “Today, customer service software is used far beyond customer service, with the data 

being used in professional services, product development, human resources, and 

marketing.” 

 “Now they are able to have real-time visibility into what needs to be acted upon.” 

 “Today more than 50 of our employees regularly use Parature, and it adds significant 

value to our business.” 

 “The biggest benefit is the customer-facing layer.  We can change almost anything and 

we can move things around and enhance workflows ourselves.   

 

Nucleus found manager productivity gains ranged from minimal at the functional stage to 

an average of 7 percent at the tactical stage to an additional 5 to 12 percent at the 

dynamic stage, with some organizations experiencing even greater savings. 

 

IMPROVED CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 

Companies in our analysis reported increased customer satisfaction that was measured in 

a number of ways, through accelerated issue resolution times, direct customer surveys, 

and improved Web reviews.  All customers reported an increase in customer satisfaction 

after implementing Microsoft solutions such as Parature: 

  “With Parature, we’ve seen a dramatic change, customer satisfaction has been 93 

percent satisfaction in US and just before Parature it was 87 percent.”  

 “We have an e-mail that goes out for our customer satisfaction survey, and we’re 

running at about 85 to 95 percent.” 

 “We deployed chat expecting 10 to 15 percent of tickets to come in, and it’s been much 

more than that, and chat gets an overall 70 percent approval rating.” 

 “The integration of self service and agents means there’s not as much time consuming 

back and forth or frustration for the customer.” 

 

INCREASED GROWTH 

Nucleus found many companies were able to grow their businesses while maintaining or 

improving margins by automating processes, increasing customer self-service success 

rates, and, at higher levels of maturity, using customer interaction insights to drive new 

product and service development.  For example, one Parature customer achieved 

significant ROI by first automating manual processes, then expanding the knowledge base, 

and then integrating intelligence from customer interactions to identify new growth 

opportunities and untapped customer demand — growing company revenues and volume 

of customer interactions at a far faster rate than the growth of support resources (Nucleus 

Research o118 – Microsoft Parature ROI case study – Teradici, June 2014). 
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In many cases, the benefits of the insights delivered by real-time and organization-wide 

reporting by the most mature organizations were not measured in terms of manager 

productivity or cost avoidance but in the delivery of insights that would have been simply 

too manually-intensive and costly to deliver with consistency before cross-channel analysis 

was supported.  In many cases, organizations counted this in terms of avoided hires.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

As organizations are challenged by increasingly demanding and vocal customers, there 

has been much hype about the technology adopted to support multiple channels of 

customer interaction.  As Nucleus found in our analysis of Microsoft customers, customer 

service maturity and the ability to increase customer satisfaction while managing costs 

depends not just on technology investment or adoption but on ongoing improvements in 

technology, channel management, organizational behavior, and management.  Customers 

taking advantage of Microsoft solutions for support such as Parature to drive an evolving 

knowledge base, expand collaboration within and outside the organization, and deliver 

insights based on actual customer interactions were able to increase productivity and 

reduce costs while driving greater customer satisfaction and opportunities for growth. 
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